of somatics. She performs a crucial deconstruction of somatic ideologies and argues for progressive and culturally aware somatic practice.
Henrietta Bannerman's essay, "Martha Graham's House of the Pelvic Truth: The Figuration of Sexual Identities and Female Empowerment," reveals that the mimesis of sexual identity in Graham's oeuvre is ambiguous. Even though Graham's choreography of the late 1940s to early 1950s is generally considered to rely, in Carrie Noland's terms, "on pathos embedded in plot, or energy framed as categorical emotion," Bannerman shows that Graham's dancing troubled preconceived notions of feminine identity as an enactment of gendered subjectivity. Paradoxically, it is in the very emphasis on female sexuality that Bannerman perceives emerging from Graham's technique that gendered identity becomes arbitrary and open to unexpected variation.
The Cunningham dancer's expressivity is analyzed by Carrie Noland in "The Human Situation on Stage: Merce Cunningham, Theodor Adorno, and the Category of Expression" in terms of what the "human situation on stage," David Vaughan's phrase, means. There are connections to be made here with Brandstetter's essay, although Noland does not invoke Agamben but rather Theodor Adorno as a philosopher whose thought parallels Cunningham's choreographic practice. Noland contrasts expression as a form of theatrical representation of the emotions-rejected by Cunningham and Adorno alike-with the operative notion of a proto-subjective state that draws upon proprioception, locomotion, and other problem-solving tasks in time and space to engender expressive motion. Noland reconceptualizes the category of expression outside the confines of the unified subject and sees it mirrored in choreographic and philosophical discourses that were unknown to one another.
There are interesting connections between Noland's analysis of Cunningham and the work of William Forsythe as discussed by Sabine Huschka. "Media-Bodies: Choreography as Intermedial Thinking Through in the Work of William Forsythe" is the first extended critical treatment in German or English of William Forsythe's recent performance installations. Hushka treats the "intermediality" of these works not as an exclusively body-technology interface but rather as a metaphoric process in which choreography and movement transliterate propriocepted perception, memory, dance-technical knowledge, narrative fragments, and theatrical modes of address. As with Brandstetter's essay, the potentials and limits of danced mimesis are open to question. A poetic structure emerges in which the body "translates," as it were, from one "language" to another. 3 While placing the body (choreography and movement) at the heart of Forsythe's techno-performative installation practice, Huschka is also mindful to stress that Forsythe's performance installation work is an art of intellection more than an art of representation. 4 In "Dialogues" we step back from states of the body to the state of the body by taking the meta view of the cross-disciplinary basis for the unsettling of subjectivity in its relation to embodiment. Gwendolyn Alker introduces an interdisciplinary roundtable bringing together Randy Martin, Barbara Browning, and Awam Amkpa as they each reflect on how embodiment informs their research concerns. In her introduction, Alker suggests the body is a broad category that can bridge dance studies and performance studies, and that, as such, body studies is a field of inquiry without a disciplinary location. The discussants address the terms within which the body presents itself as an object of study in the contemporary world. Martin stresses the decolonization of nature and the unconscious; Browning speaks to what makes a body culturally "proper" in the most complex sense of that term-one's own, as in the proper name, but also socially acceptable-and to the importance of the notion of bodily technique first articulated by French anthropologist Marcel Mauss. Amkpa uses the idea of a textuality of the body to posit a fragmented archive productive of mythologies and signifiers, all of which create active and unpredictable presences in the postcolonial moment on the African continent.
It is a pleasure to include in this issue works translated from French and German as they expand the scope of our discussion of dance. I wish to thank Allegra Barlow, Leslie Allison, Iain W. M. Taylor, and Claire Canavan for their invaluable assistance in the translating and transcribing of texts for this issue. I also wish to thank Rebekah Kowal for her work as book review editor as she reaches the end of her term, and to welcome Gay Morris as the new book review editor.
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